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Mabushii kisetsu ga kin iro ni machi wo somete
(The dazzling season, turning the town into gold)
Kimi no yoko gao sotto tsutsundeta
(And dressed your profile gently)
Mata meguri aeta nomo kitto guuzenn ja naiyo
(We could meet again, it mustn’t be a coincidence)
Kokoro no dokoka de matteta
(I’ve been waiting for you in the back of my mind)

Sekai juu no dare yori kitto atsui yome miteta kara
(As I’ve dreamed more passionately than anyone else in the world)
Mezamete hajimete kizuku tsunoru omoi ni, Oh-
(I noticed my growing love to you only after awaked, Oh)
Sekai juu no dare yori kitto hateshi nai sono egao
(Your smile is more everlasting than anyone else in the world)
Zutto daki shimete itai kisetsu wo koete itsu demo
(I want to embrace it eternally beyond seasons all the time)

Kotoba no owari wo itsu made mo sagashite iru
(I’m looking for the end of words ceaselessly)
Kimi no manazashi tooku mitsume teta
(I was staring at your eyes far away)
Sou honki no kazu dake namida miseta kedo
(I showed my tears as many as my true heart)
Yurushi te agetai kagayaki wo
(But I would forgive you for your glitter)

Sekai juu no dare yori kitto atsui yume miteta kara
(As I’ve dreamed more passionately than anyone else in the world)
Mezamete hajimete kizuku tsunoru omoi ni, Oh-
(I noticed my growing love to you only after awaked, Oh)
Sekai juu no dare yori kitto hateshi nai sono egao
(Your smile is more everlasting than anyone else in the world)
Zutto daki shimete itai kisetsu wo koete itsu demo
(I want to embrace it eternally beyond seasons all the time)
Sekai juu no dare yori kitto yasashii kimochi ni naru
(I feel more tenderly than anyone else in the world)
Mezamete hajimete kizuku hakanai hikari ni Oh-
(I noticed my fragile love to you only after awakened, Oh)
Sekai juu no dare yori kitto mune ni hibiku kodou wo
(My heartbeat is surely stronger than anyone else in the world)
Zutto daki shimete itai kisetsu wo koete itsu demo
(I want to embrace it eternally beyond seasons all the time)

Zutto daki shimete itai
(I want to embrace it eternally)
Kisetsu wo koete itsu demo
(Beyond seasons all the time)